Devising genuine spatial correlation functions
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The choice of the mathematical form of spatial correlation functions for optical fields is restricted by the constraint of nonnegative definiteness. We discuss a sufficient condition for ensuring the satisfaction of such a constraint. © 2007 Optical Society of America
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In coherence theory there are many instances in which we wish to figure out the mathematical form of the spatial correlation functions of a partially coherent and partially polarized field. In doing so, we have to make sure that such functions correspond to nonnegative definite kernels [1]. Except for certain cases, such as those pertaining to Schell-model sources [1,2], this may be a difficult task. Therefore, any sufficient condition that ensures satisfaction of the nonnegative definiteness requirement is welcome. In this Letter, we present a sufficient condition of this type, derived from the theory of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces.

The spatial coherence properties of an optical field are generally described by means of either the mutual intensity [1,3–5] or the cross-spectral density (CSD) [1,5]. Both of these functions have to be nonnegative definite kernels. To recall the meaning of this phrase, let \( W_0(\mathbf{p}_1, \mathbf{p}_2) \) be the CSD across a (primary or secondary) planar source at points \( \mathbf{p}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{p}_2 \). For brevity, we do not explicitly show the dependence of \( W_0 \) on the temporal frequency. Now, define the quantity

\[
Q(f) = \int \int W_0(\mathbf{p}_1, \mathbf{p}_2) f(\mathbf{p}_1)f(\mathbf{p}_2) d^2\mathbf{p}_1 d^2\mathbf{p}_2,
\]

where \( f(\mathbf{p}) \) is a well-behaving function. Then, nonnegative definiteness means that \( Q(f) \) has to be greater than or equal to zero for any choice of \( f \). It should also be recalled that, for any nonnegative definite kernel, the following inequality holds:

\[
|W_0(\mathbf{p}_1, \mathbf{p}_2)|^2 \leq W_0(\mathbf{p}_1, \mathbf{p}_1)W_0(\mathbf{p}_2, \mathbf{p}_2).
\]

In optics, \( W_0(\mathbf{p}, \mathbf{p}) \) coincides with the spectral density \( S_0(\mathbf{p}) \) across the source plane [1,5].

While it may be simple to check that inequality \( Q(f) \geq 0 \) is satisfied for some selected functions \( f \), to guarantee that this happens for any choice of \( f \) is not that easy. In principle, we could check whether a kernel is nonnegative by performing a modal analysis [1,5]. In fact, all the eigenvalues of a nonnegative kernel are nonnegative. Unfortunately, this requires the (generally infinitely many) solutions of a homogeneous Fredholm integral equation of the second kind to be found in closed form. Except for a limited number of cases, this cannot be done.

Sometimes the violation of the nonnegativeness condition can be indirectly revealed by absurd physical results. For example, a certain form of the function \( W_0 \) might predict a negative value for the spectral density at some point in space. This is enough to exclude such a function from consideration. As we shall see in a moment, more subtle cases may occur.

We work out an example, limiting ourselves, for simplicity, to sources for which the CSD depends on one transverse coordinate only, say \( \xi \), for each point. Accordingly, the CSD is denoted \( W_0(\xi_1, \xi_2) \).

Let us recall that there exist sources for which the CSD takes on the factorized form

\[
W_0(\xi_1, \xi_2) = F\left(\frac{\xi_1 + \xi_2}{2}\right)G(\xi_1 - \xi_2),
\]

\( F \) and \( G \) being suitable functions. Gaussian Schell-model sources [1,5] constitute the most celebrated case for which the CSD can be exactly written in this way [6]. The present expression is also used for describing the CSD of quasi-homogeneous sources [1,5], but in this case it is meant to be an approximation of the true CSD. Here, we are interested in sources for which the above expression is an exact representation. Some conditions under which this occurs were established in [7]. Now, let us assume \( F \) and \( G \) to be a Lorentzian and a Gaussian function, respectively. More explicitly, with reference to a typical variable \( s \), we let

\[
F(s) = \frac{S_M}{1 + \beta s^2}, \quad G(s) = e^{-\alpha s^2},
\]

where \( S_M, \alpha, \) and \( \beta \) are positive constants. On inserting from Eqs. (4) into Eq. (3), we find the following expression for the CSD:

\[
W_0(\xi_1, \xi_2) = S_{Me^{-\alpha(\xi_1 - \xi_2)^2}}\frac{1 + \beta(\xi_1 + \xi_2)^2/4}{1 + \beta(\xi_1 + \xi_2)^2/4}.
\]

We now wonder, can this be the exact expression of a CSD, at least under a suitable choice for the parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \)? Let us write the spectral density and the spectral degree of spatial coherence [1,5] across the source plane. They are given by

\[
S_0(\xi) = W_0(\xi, \xi) = \frac{S_M}{1 + \beta \xi^2},
\]

\[
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ceeding one for any choice of \( \xi_1 \) and \( \xi_2 \) is given by \[1,5\]

\[
S_0(\xi_1)S_0(\xi_2) = \sqrt{(1 + \beta \xi_1^2)(1 + \beta \xi_2^2)}
\]

\[= \frac{1}{1 + \beta(\xi_1 + \xi_2)^2/4} e^{-a(\xi_1 - \xi_2)^2}.
\]

It is possible to show that to have \( \mu_0(\xi_1, \xi_2) \) not exceeding one for any choice of \( \xi_1 \) and \( \xi_2 \) it is required that \( a/\beta \geq 1/4 \).

Let us now consider propagation in the paraxial regime. Following the lines presented in [8], it can be seen that the spectral density across a plane at a distance \( z \) from the source can be evaluated through the formula

\[
S_z(x) = \frac{1}{\lambda z} \int F(\sigma) \tilde{G} \left( \frac{x - \sigma}{\lambda z} \right) d\sigma,
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength and the tilde denotes the Fourier transform. Since \( F \) and \( \tilde{G} \) are nonnegative, the predicted spectral density is nonnegative throughout the paraxial domain. Things seem to go smoothly. As a further check, however, let us evaluate the spectral degree of spatial coherence in the far zone, say \( \mu_z(x_1, x_2) \). The CSD, say \( W_z(x_1, x_2) \), is given by \[1,5\]

\[
W_z(x_1, x_2) = \frac{1}{\lambda z} \tilde{F} \left( \frac{x_2 - x_1}{\lambda z} \right) \tilde{G} \left( \frac{x_1 + x_2}{2 \lambda z} \right).
\]

For the present case, taking Eqs. (4) into account, we find

\[
\mu_z(x_1, x_2) = \exp \left[ - \frac{2 \pi}{\sqrt{\beta}} \frac{|x_2 - x_1|}{\lambda z} + \frac{\pi^2}{4 \alpha} \frac{(x_2 - x_1)^2}{\lambda z} \right].
\]

Here, we realize that something went wrong. As a matter of fact, for \( |x_2 - x_1| > 8 \alpha \lambda z / (\pi \sqrt{\beta}) \), the spectral degree of spatial coherence would become greater than one, further growing without limit on increasing \( |x_2 - x_1| \). This nonsensical result shows that, in spite of its plausible structure, the mathematical form (5) for the CSD has to be rejected. It may be noted that a spectral degree of spatial coherence greater than one would imply that inequality (2) is violated. This is just another way of asserting that Eq. (5) cannot represent a genuine CSD [9].

We are thus led back to the basic question: how can we conceive correct CSDs? In other words, are there sufficient conditions ensuring that a kernel \( W_0(\rho_1, \rho_2) \) built according to some recipe is nonnegative definite?

The same question is encountered in the theory of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces [10–14]. Such a theory has been used in several subjects, such as probability and statistics, signal processing, numerical analysis, and machine learning, but, to our knowledge, has not yet been exploited in coherence theory. Some nonnegative definiteness criteria can be found in books and papers relating to reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. Among them, the most useful for our purposes seems to be the following. A kernel \( W_0 \) is nonnegative definite if it can be written as a superposition integral of the form

\[
W_0(\rho_1, \rho_2) = \int p(\nu) H^*(\rho_1, \nu) H(\rho_2, \nu) d^2\nu,
\]

where \( H \) is an arbitrary kernel and \( p \) is a nonnegative function [15]. The function \( H \) is assumed to be well behaving, whereas \( p \) can also consist of a set of \( \delta \) functions (with positive coefficients). Then, on using Eq. (11) in Eq. (1), the quantity \( Q \) takes on the form

\[
Q(f) = \int p(\nu) \left| \int H(\rho, \nu) f(\rho) d^2\rho \right|^2 d^2\nu,
\]

which clearly shows \( Q \) to be nonnegative for any choice of \( f \), provided that \( p(\nu) \) is everywhere nonnegative.

A representation of the form of Eq. (11) was proposed, on physical grounds, in [16], by generalizing a procedure first used in [17] in connection with Gaussian Schell-model sources. More explicitly, there exists a class of partially coherent sources that can be synthesized through the incoherent superposition of mutually shifted replicas of a basic coherent field \( V(\nu) \) with weights \( w(\nu) \). The CSD then assumes the form

\[
W_0(\rho_1, \rho_2) = \int w(\nu) V^*(\rho_1, \nu) V(\rho_2 - \nu) d^2\nu,
\]

where \( w(\nu) \) is supposed to be a nonnegative function (or a set of positive \( \delta \) functions). Clearly, this is of the form of Eq. (11) when we let \( H(\rho, \nu) = V(\rho - \nu) \) and \( p(\nu) = w(\nu) \). It should be noted that, in a recent paper, Vahimaa and Turunen [18] illustrated the usefulness of representation (13) for studying propagation processes.

It is worthwhile to consider the case in which \( V \) has a Gaussian form, namely, \( V(\rho) = \exp(-2\alpha \rho^2) \), with \( \alpha \) a positive constant. On inserting such an expression into Eq. (13), the following form is obtained for the CSD:

\[
W_0(\rho_1, \rho_2) = F \left( \frac{\rho_1 + \rho_2}{2} \right) G(\rho_1 - \rho_2),
\]

with

\[
F(s) = \int p(\nu) \exp(-4\alpha(s - \nu)^2) d^2\nu
\]

and \( G(s) = \exp(-\alpha s^2) \). We see that Eq. (14) has the same form as Eq. (3). The term depending on the difference of the coordinates is Gaussian. The \( F \) function is the convolution between a Gaussian and an arbitrary positive weight function \( p \). For instance, the use of a Gaussian function for the weight function would lead to the familiar case of a Gaussian Schell-model source, but an infinite class of sources would be obtained on varying \( p \). As a remark, we note that no weight function can be found such that its convolution with a Gaussian gives rise to a Lorentzian function, as can be easily verified, so that the CSD of
our first example [Eq. (4)] does not satisfy the sufficient condition (13) (written for a one-dimensional case).

Coming back to the general superposition scheme, Eq. (11), we observe that an intuitive view of it can be gained as follows. Suppose that the source plane \( z = 0 \) actually coincides with the output plane of a linear system endowed with a coherent impulse response \( H(\rho, v) \). Furthermore, imagine that at the input of such system a field distribution characterized by a CSD \( W_i(\mathbf{v}_1, \mathbf{v}_2) \) is present. Then, the CSD \( W_0(\rho_1, \rho_2) \) is easily seen to be

\[
W_0(\rho_1, \rho_2) = \int \int W_i(\mathbf{v}_1, \mathbf{v}_2) H^\ast(\rho_1, \mathbf{v}_1) H(\rho_2, \mathbf{v}_2) d^2v_1 d^2v_2.
\]

(16)

Now, if the input field distribution is spatially incoherent, i.e., if its CSD has the form \( W_i(\mathbf{v}_1, \mathbf{v}_2) = p(\mathbf{v}_1) \delta(\mathbf{v}_1 - \mathbf{v}_2) \), we see at once that Eq. (16) reduces to Eq. (11). We should not stick to this view too literally, though. Indeed, from the mathematical point of view, \( H(\rho, v) \) represents the kernel of an arbitrary linear transformation and could be different from physically available coherent impulse responses.

The use of the sufficient condition (11) allows us to investigate structures of correlation functions that appear to be rather new with respect to the forms usually encountered in coherence theory.

As a class of examples, let us refer to a kernel \( H \) that depends on \( v \) through a Fourier-like exponential, i.e.,

\[
H(\rho, v) = \sigma(\rho) \exp[-2\pi i v \cdot g(\rho)],
\]

(17)

where \( \sigma(\rho) \) is a (possibly complex) profile function, whereas \( g(\rho) \) is a real vector function. Then, using any arbitrary nonnegative, Fourier transformable function \( p(v) \), Eq. (11) leads to

\[
W_0(\rho_1, \rho_2) = \sigma^\ast(\rho_1) \sigma(\rho_2) \bar{p}[g(\rho_1) - g(\rho_2)].
\]

(18)

In particular, suppose \( g(\rho) = \alpha \rho \), where \( \alpha \) is a real parameter. Then, Eq. (18) becomes

\[
W_0(\rho_1, \rho_2) = \sigma^\ast(\rho_1) \sigma(\rho_2) \bar{p}[\alpha(\rho_1 - \rho_2)].
\]

(19)

This shows that Eq. (18) includes, as a particular case, Schell-model sources. Note that the parameter \( \alpha \) merely plays the role of a scale factor within \( \bar{p} \). However, Eq. (18) gives rise to a much wider set of correlation functions because \( g(\rho) \) can be chosen at will.

Obviously, countless other classes could be constructed. For our aim, what has been said hitherto is sufficient to suggest how large a variety of genuine CSDs can be explored with the help of sufficient condition (11).

As a further remark, note that \( p \) could be made of a finite or denumerably infinite set of \( \delta \) functions with positive weights \( p_v \). In this case, the variable \( v \) plays the role of an index. If we choose \( p_v \) as coincident with \( v \)th eigenvalue of the source \([1]\), and the kernel with the corresponding mode, this resulting expression of the CSD reduces to the modal expansion of the source.

In conclusion, we have seen that by exploiting a basic result from the theory of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces we can establish sufficient conditions [see Eq. (11)] for devising bona fide spatial correlation functions. This can be of help for exploring new forms of correlation functions and for putting into evidence some unexpected features of them. We limited ourselves to the scalar case, but analogous results can be obtained in the vector case, i.e., when polarization effects have to be taken into account.
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